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TUALLOUS COMPLLS IN BROMIDE SOLUTIONS 

INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of this invettgation was to asoerain 

the nalure of tha11ou complexos in bromide solutions. 

Since previous work C 5 , p. 40-45) suggested that 

the luminescence of alkali halide solutions containing 

Pl (I) might be due to thallous halide complexes, Hu 

axd Scott C 6, p. 1380-1381) in 1954 carried out an 

investigation wHich furnished proof of the existence of 

TI (I) complexes in KO?, NaO?, and NB4O1 solution. 

A similar investigation by Niisson ( 9 , p. 363-381) 

1956, using sodiwn as the cation ard maintaining constant 

ionic strength, corroborated the findings for chloride 

solution and also established the existence of Ti (I) 

complexes in bromide, iodide, and thiocyanate solution, 

in the present investigation, saturated solutions of 

T1Br in venous KBr concentrations were analyzed polaro- 

graphically, by a method similar to the one used by Terui 

(12, p, 595-601) in 1938 to determine the solubility of 

TIBr in 0.0005 - 0.05 M solutions of KBr, i. e. below the 

concentrations at which thallous bromide complexes would 

form 

An attempted analysis by the method eripioyed 

successfully by Fu and Scott (6 , p.l380) in the 

analogous investigation with chloride as the anion 

(oxivation of Ti (I) with standard KIO, using an iodine 



monochioride solution as the indicator) did not give 

reproducible results, since TIBr is much more insoluble 

than TIC?, and the rad±oassay technique used by Nilsson 

9 , p. 374-377), although very well suited for trace 

analysis, was avoided for the purose of conf irniing bi 

results by an independent niethod. 



XPIiRIMNPÂL Pï{OOiDU1E 

ITHOD OF A1YSIS 

The oiubiiity oÍ thallous bromide iii 0.1, 0.3, 0.4, 

0.5, 1.0, 2.0 and 4.0 in KBr was determined by extra- 

polation of the rolarographlo difîusìon current - con- 

contration piot obtained Thr the same inolalities of KBr. 

The po1arograhic iiethod, develoed by ifeyroveky 

C 3 , p. 488-495) (4,p. 496-498) about 1920, is based on 

the concentration po1arizaion occurring at a dropping 

mercury electrode during electrolysis. 
since the present analysis de'ends on the reduction 

of Ti (I) to T]. (0) at the dropping rztercury electrode as 

the cathode, the following outline will be based on 

reduction processes, while the application to an analysis 

by oxidation siïmly involves reversing the polarity of 

the electrodes and increasing the voltage in a positive 

direction. The statements in parentheses specify the 

conditions pertaining to this experiment. 

Íhen an eleetroreducibie substance (T1Br) is placed 

between a dropping mercury electrode and a suitable 

reforence electrode ( a saturated calomel electrode with 

a satui. ated KI03 salt bridge to prevent any precipitation 
o± Tiol) in a solution with an at least 50 fold excess of 

a supporting electrolyte net decomposable at the potential 

in auestion (very conveniently provided by even the least 



concexitrated KBr so1ution used), electrical migration is 
practically confined to the supporting electrolyte, and 

since convection migration is precluded by careful avoid- 

anos of stirring, the reducible ion will only move by dif- 
fusion acroe a concentration gr dient. hen a otentia1 

is applied, only a ininnte residual current will flow, until 
the decomposition potential of the eleotroreducible sub- 

stance is reached1 Then the current rises sharply, as re- 
duetion takes laoe (and. as each falling drop of mercury 

carries oi'f a trace of thallium metal in the form of an ex- 

tremely dilute amalgam, thus keeping the electrode surface 

olean throughout the electrolysis), but since the rate of 

reduction quickly reacies the rate of diffusionbeyond 

which it cannot go, the current soon levels off. Since 

from this oint on the concentration radient between the 

droping mercury electrode and the reducible substance is 
equal to the concentration of that substance in the so- 

lution, the value of the 'diffusion current" is directly 
proportional to the concentration of electroreducible sub- 

stance (8, Ps 17617?), hence the solubiiity of a reducible 

substance can be determined by measuring its diffusion 

current and reading the c orre sponding e ono entrati on off the 

strai:ht line obtained by plotting a series of diffusion 

currents versus known concentrations of that substunce 

measured under the saine conditions in the same concentra- 

tion of supporting electrolyte, as was done in this work. 



An attempt to construct sorne of the standard graphs 

by extrapolation of their slopes from a slope vs. £Br 

concentration plot (using six well-spaced KBr iro1a1ities) 

failed because of the disconcerting lack of any trend in 

the 5100e values, 

mnc acetate and ammonium hydroxide are present in 

the maximum-suppressor solution used throughout the 

experiment (maxima usually precede the polaropraphic 

diffusion current for reasons not yet very well understood 

( 7 , p. l56-]J3) , and must be suppressed - usually by 

capillary active substances - since they altcr the value 

of the diffusion current), because it was first planned 

to make use o± zinc in ammoniacal solution as a pilot ion 

( 8 , p. 180-181). However, in this case the ratio 

molality of TI (I) x 
1aiity of ¿n X 

current of Z 
current of L 

was far from being constant, Since zinc ion did not 

interfere in the method finally used because its decom- 

9 osition otential IS uuch more iie at ive tian that of 

Pl (I), and since tus evaporation of NH4OxI in the course 

of one analysi3 did not lower the pH enough to warrant use 

of OH instead, the basic methyl red solution prepared 

with these two ingredients was kept, thus permitting the 

utilization of a good nunthr o standard po1arorarns 

intended originally for the pilot ion method. 

The maxirnurn-suppresor solution was repared as 



fo11ows 12.376 g of 1O94O rn zinc acetate were weighed 

in a 250 ml volumetric flask, to which 75 ml of O.O2 

alcoholic methyl red and 25 ml o±' 28 THOH, both measured 

with a 100 BJ. giad.aie cylinder, were added. fer 
bringing the volume up to the nirk with wuter, another 

weig.hïng was taken, 

ihe basicity of the naxiiaum-uppressor solution was 

such, that when added to the soition to be analyzed in 
the listed proportion, the rosulting pli of 10±2 (universal 
pH indicator paper) was high enoh to insure proper 

Lune ti on lug o the nìaximut-suppre s sor. 
ihe standard samples were prepared by weighing to the 

nearest ig enough water" - which always included 1.0 ml 

oL the naximurn-suppressor solution - to give a total of 

approxImately 25.0 g of water (no correction being nade 

for the minute arnouíits of ilBr, ¿n (0H3000)2 and methyl 

red present, and tue alcohol beiiig counted as water), and 

enoUgh KBr to g ive the desired molality in that reagent. 

Only tIXO blanks could he prepred with the iU3r 

solutions actually used for the corresponding saturated 

TlBr sain:ples, and they were prepared just like the latter 
(see p, 9-10), without being equilibrated, of course. 

It was essential to keep the proportion of maximum- 

suppressor in the aolutions constant in ali determinations, 

since capillary-active maximum-suppressors in general 

lower the diffusion current and, in addition, the methyl 
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red used here is itself retheed a t a potential just pre- 

ceding tii deeoì position potential of î1Br. 

The ana1yscs were carried out on an autQrnatic 

recording polarograph built by 1?. Bird, J. K. CIaus, 

J. H. ai1ze1meyer and i?. J. Miner (10, p. 1-36) on the 

general lines oi the argeiit Model XXI Polarograph 

(i, p. 1-28). L ne eoìditious of naiysi were: 

Temperature: 25 ± O.5C, maintained by thermoetated 

cell. 

Be-Oxygenation: N2 bubbled through sample 1or 15 

min. prior to w1ysi3, passed over it during 

analysis. 

Span; O.38 voit, the v1ue wtiich m1s each ten 
divisio's on the recording chart correspond to 

0.1 volt. 

Initial Voltage: -0.2 volt except for KBr con- 

centrations of 2.0 iii and above, where the starting 

potential had to be -0.3 volt to avoid the steep 

anodic waves produced at a xnoro positive voltage. 

These conditions oerxnitted the choice of an 

initial point of current measurement (-0.4 volt) 

suf±1cientiy removed from the variab:Le rising 

portion of the wave as well a from its origin, 

which is unreliable because the recorder is not 

yet equilibrated at this Doint. 

?ercent Span; O - 100 (or to the value at about 



-0.9 olt, which is suflicient to show whether the 

wave is free from irregularities through the final 

point of current mesurement at -0,8 volt. 

Sensitivity: In most C3S 0.003 rnicroarneres/rnrn, 
the maxi!nLufl sensitivity of the instrument, 

although with high-cencentration standards and 

saturated solutions in 4 n KBr the next lower 

valuo (0.006 mïcroamperes/rnin) had to be used 

in orer to accoimnodate the whole wLve ori the 

chart. 

Dalapîng: One. This value reduces the fluctuations 

very well and does not require ary IR correction. 

Chart speed: i inch/mm. 

Celi: 3 volts. 

The recorder automatically standardizes itself every 10 

minutes, md., in later rwis, a Tnanual standardization was 

also carried out before each run. 

The polarograins were evaluated by measuring the wave 

heights from the abscissa in mm (to the mid-point of the 

oscillations) at -0.4 volt :nd -0,8 volt (a point well on 

the wave height plateau), talc . Ing the dIfference and multi- 

plying by the sensitivity x IO to get the current in 

mi1Iimicroaaprea, a convenient unit to plot against the 

molalities of TlBr x 10, The true sensitivities are 

0.003023 and 0.006023 microamperes/min, the corrections 

being too insignificant to bother with. The straight 



11ne8 constructed from the standards were in good agree- 

ment with the experimental points. 

PRßPÁEkflON M4D ÁNÁLY$1S OF SATURATED SOLUTIONS 

KBr solutions of 0.1, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 1.0, 2.0 and 

4.0 in concentration were prepared by weight to an accuracy 

of 0.01 mg (the KBr being weighed on an ordinary 

analytical balance and the water on an analytical balance 

of' 2 kg capacity). 150 g o water was ued in each case. 

Seples were prepared by pipeting either 50 ml of KB .. r 

aolution into a 125 zn]. Erlexmeyer flask or 30 ml into a 

50 ml Erlenmeyer flask, enough solid T1Br being added in 

each case to exceed the solubility in the saine volume of 

water at 2500. wo sam;les were used for each r con- 

centration, equilibrium in one of them being approached 

from oversaturation by swirling the loosely stoppered 

flask for 5 miri, in a water bath at about 85°C prior to 

thermos tating. The ground glass stoppered flasks were 

then sealed with paraffin and kept in a arburg bath at 

25 ± 0,0100 for three days, being shaken for a total time 

of about 24 hours during the first two days, Keeping the 

flasks stili for the last 24 hours before analysis was 

found necessary since soe standards, to which too much 

T1Br to remain completely dissolved in the KBr concen- 

tration use. had been added, gave abnormally low diffusion 

currents, indicating that excess T1Br remaining in 
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suspen3ion for lack of time to settle out, would collect 

on the mercury drops as they form, and would thus destroy 

the ooncentratìou polarization essential for the polare- 

graphic method of analysis. 

en ml aliquote were quickly withdrawn from the 

sample flasks, care being taken to avoid inclusion of any 

TlBr at the bottom or floating on top, and the liquid 

level mark beixi checked first to make sure that no bath 

water had seeped in. After rixìng in 0.4 ml of ïnaxinium- 

suppressor solution (the same proportion as in the 

standards of larger volume ) , a polarogram was qiiy 
obtained using a small-volume thermostated oeil. Lour 

analyses were performed on each sample, one each on the 

solutions with equilibrium approached from over - and from 

under - saturation after 3 days, and again one each after 

another day of equilibration without shaking. he results 

of each set of four olarograns as well as of duplicate 

polarograins taken with the same aliquot of solution agreed 

within the experimental error, indicating that equilibrium 

wee achieved - even for the solutions in 0.4 ra KJ3r (the 

last ones prepared), which were agitated for oniy about 

il hours due to mechanical failure - and that no depolar- 

ization of the dropping mercury electrode by contamination 

with solid T1Br had occurred. 

2ie saturated solutions in 0.1 and 1.0 in KBr, which 

were pretared first, were al]. equilibrated by approach 
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from oversaturation, since a sisnificant temperature rise 

occurred when they were already in the warburg bath, Four 

sample flasks were prepared and analyzed with solutions 

in 0.1 rn KBr. 

RAGNS 

KBr: Baker Analyzed, meeting ACS specifications. 

T1Br: Prepared by precipitation from OP TlQl with 

KBr, filtration by means of a Bichner funnel, 

re-crystallization (once) and washirg on the 

Bichner funnel with distilled water. 

Methyl ed: OP O.O2 alcoholic solution. 

NH4OH: CF 28 aqueoue solution, 

he zinc acetate also present was OP Zn (O3c0O)22H20, 

so that no interference with the thallium wa've Wr8 caused 

by it. 

MEASURING D±VIOE8 

he weights were calibrated against a et of Class 

s Standard Weihts calibrated by the National Bureau of 

;3tandards, using, where necessary, weights calibrated in 

t:is maimer for further calibrations, 

The temperature was measured with a Beckmann 

thermome ter calibrate d by e omparing in the equilibrated 

water bath with a totally immersed mercury thermometer 

having a National Bureau of Standards calibration. 



ON3 TANT TMPERATTJRE B.TH 

A 60 x 30 x 30 cru 'arburg bath, inuIated ori all 

s1de and at the bottom by wooden boards abuut 1.8 cm 

thick, colton and rock wool layers of about 4 cm thickness 

between the boards and the bath, and asbestos sheet at the 

bath walls, was used. 

The íarburg bath hs a row oÍ nanometer connections 

on each side, which are moved back and forth in opoosite 

directions by an electric motor. A direct attachment o 

sample flasks to individual metal bars fitted on the 

manometer connections was impossible, because the light 

equipment available (1.2 x 0.3 cm brass bars) would 

probably not hold the load without additional support, 

The problem was solved by screwing a brass bar under one 

manometer connection on each side of the bath, and 

attaching thema to the mechanism depicted in the diagram 

on page 13. All structural parts, with the exception of 

the ring stand rods at the ends and the buret clamps, are 

brass bars, 

The bath was stirred ith a centrifugal stirrer and 

heated with a coil laid across its bottom along the walls, 

The potential across the coil was reduced to 50V by means 

of a variable transformer, to prevent the too rapid 

heating which occurred at higher voltages and caused too 

large temperature fluctuations, Cooling was necessary and 



O Ji'ixed connections 

0 biovable connections, secured by 
lock washers 

Â,B Vertical ring stand rods clamped 
to the bath 

Connections to vertical brass 
bars, to each of which 2 or 3 

samDle flasks are attached by 
means of bure t clamp 

G,H Connections to vertical brass 
bars attached to manometer 
supports 

Fip. i -- Shaking mechanism (top view) 

Fil 

L,J 



was aecoaiished by means of a fan mounted above the bath 

This oyste.ra worked weil, but since by its flature it ruled 

out any Insulation o± the to? 01 the bath, which, it was 

found, also ruled out any cold drafts for cooling the 

room, use of a cold water coil is highly reconmended0 

Temperature control was achieved by a mercury switch 

relay, activated by a U - tube mercury-toluene contact 

tbermoreulstor. The correct bath water level was main- 

tame d by a siphon o ons taat level apparatus ( the bath 

outlet of which hts to be kept away from the low pressure 

region near the stirrer nozzle to prevent flooding. 
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CALCULATION MD DISCU3SION 0PRLSULT3 

The polarographic diffusion current was determined 

by multiplying the difference between the wave heights 

from the abscissa in mm at - 0.4 volt and - 0.8 volt by 

the sensitivity in miliim.icroamperes/mrn. 

U = h_8 - 

idHxs 
The solubilities were determined by extrapolation as 

de8cribed in the last chapter, molalities x lO being 

chosen as a convenient unit, Por each concentration, the 

results of all polarograms (including re-runs with the 

same solution) were used to calculate the average solu- 

bility, unless serious faults in experimental procedure 

or instrument functioning were clearly in evidence in a 

determination. The relative staìdard deviation, computed 

by the formula 

(d2) x 1000 

R.S.D. 

where ma average solubility 

d = deviation freni ma 

and n = number of determinations 

never exceeded 20 parts per 1000. 

The polarographic method itself will be accurate to 

about ± 5 per cent under optimum conditions in the con- 

centration range of T1Br investigated (7, p. 14), a 
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somewhat lesser accuracy being expected in this work due 

io the 0.5°C temperature variation o the electrolysis 

cell (:, p. 56). 

The accompanying tables show the average solubilities 

as well as the variation. between the resulte of individual 

determinations, the saturated solutions being designated 

by O and U to indicate approaoh from over - or under- 

saturation, or distinguished by roman numerals. Identical 

designations for two determinations mean that the 

)o1arogram was simply repeated, while an arabic mimerai 

in parentheses gives the number of days after the first 

analysis of sample. 

Q.lOOm K13r 

sample TiEr Concentration Bevietion from 
moles Average 

kg xnole 

kg 

I 8.23 0.05 
I 8.23 0.05 

II 8.23 0.05 
il 8.14 0.04 

.111 8.16 0,02 
III 8.14 0.04 
IV 8.11 0.07 
I (2) 8.23 0.05 

Ave rage 8 18 

R.S.D. 5.88 parts per 1000. 



0.300m Br 

Sample T1Br Concentration 

z 
kg 

O 6.43 
0 6.38 
U 6.29 
O (i 6.5 
u (ij 6.52 

Average 6.35 

R.S.D. 7.65 parts er 1000. 

0.500m KBr 

19 

Deviation from Average 
moles 5 
kg xl 

o 
o 03 
O .06 
0.00 
0.03 

Sample T1Br Concentration Deviation from verage 
Qles 

D5 
moles 

kg kg 

o 6.69 
o 6.80 
U 6.69 
O (1) 6.89 
U (1) 6.67 

Average 6.75 

1t.S.D. 12.5 parts per 1000. 

0.400m KBr 

Sample T1Br Concentration 

x 10 
kg 

O 6.34 
o 6.26 
U 6.34 
O (i) 6.21 
U (1) 6.20 

Average 6.27 

ii.S.D. = 9.68 parts per 1000. 

o 06 
o 05 
0.06 
o .14 
o 08 

Deviation from Average 
moles 

kg 

O 07 
o 01 
o 07 
o 06 
O .07 



Samp1e T1Br Concentration Deviation from verage 
moles moles 

x 
kg kg 

I 7.53 0.00 
I 7.71 0.18 

II 7.48 0.05 
I (5) 7.66 0.13 

II (10) 7.29 0.24 

Average 7.53 

1.S.D. = 19.7 parts per 1000.. 

2,OOm KBr 

amp1e T1Br Concentration Deviation fro: Average 
moles ,,.'5 moles 5 
kg -x1O 

O 12.73 0.02 
O 12.70 0.01 
U 12.73 0.02 
U 12.69 0,02 
o (1) 12.75 0.04 
U (1) 12.65 0.06 

Average 12,71 

R.3.D. 2,59 parts per 1000. 

4.OQK 

$ainple T1Br Concentration Deviation from Average 
moles 

Q5 
moles l0 kgX kg 

o 36.98 0.68 
o 37.03 0.27 
U 37.77 0.47 
o (2) 37.30 0.00 
U (1) 37.40 0.10 

Average 37.30 

R..D. = l0.5() parts per 1000. 



A plot oÍ the averae TLBr aolubilites vs. the 

oorrespondinc L13r concentrations (Fig. 3-1), by its 

minimum and the trenondous solubility înorese at higher 

bromide concentrations, points to the formation o 

complex ions or the type TlBr('), where qI, Like 

wise, the existence o± neutral T1Br in solution is 

expected, If thallium is assumed to be present only as 

Tl+, T1Br and TlBrj, the dissociation constants of the 

two com»lex species are easily obtainable from the data. 

The concentrations of the poatuLted species are 

related as follows; 

(T1+\ K5 
I ' I (Br)f±2 

(T1Br) - --- (2) 

(T1Br2) SlIr)(Br) (3) 

s = (T1+) (TlBr) + (TIBr2) 

where the parentheses re resent molal concentrtions, 

and 

K = so1bility product of thallous bromide - 3.83 x 
b" (12, p. 5956O1). 

£± = mean molal ionic activity coefficient, values 
determined. by Harried (2, p. 423-425) being used. 

d dissociation constant of T1Br; T1Br = TI ± Br. 

K2 first dissociation constt of T1Br2; 
T1Br2 = T1Br 4 8r 

s = solubility of thallous bromide in moles/kg. 
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uation (2) shows that (T1Br) is constant at all KBr 

concentrations as long as the activity coefficient of the 

neutral Tl}3r and the activity o the water are constant. 

Combination of (3) and (4), 

s - (Pl4) (fi Br) -'- 
(r) (Br ) 

shows that a plot of S - (P1+) against (Br) should give 

a straight line. This is indeed the case (Fig. 3-2) up 

to about 2m J3r, although the point obtained at 4m KBr 

indicates a niarked rise in slope beyond the concentration. 

rango where (T1Br) can be expected to be really constant. 

The constant solubility of molecular T1Br, given by 

the intercept at (Br) O, was found to be 1.6 x iO 

moles/kg. 

The slope was 7.1 x lOs, and since the slope is 

(P1Br) 
K2 

. 1.6 x lO K2 - 
7.1 X 1O 

0.25 

quation (2) gives 

K g = 3.8) X 10 
d (T1BrY 1.6 X i' 

A further test of the ;sswnptìon that T1Br2 is the only 

negatively charged coiirolex ion present in appreciable 

concentration is provided by the use of an equation given 

by heynolds and Argersinger (11, p. 418-.420), modified to 

allow its use in solutions of high ionic strength 

(6, p. 1381): 
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q = 
3m0m - 

where Sm thE ionic concentration of tha1Ious bromide 

at the poInt o± minirurn solubility, to include simple and 

complex ions but not neutral T1Br, O is the bromide 

concentration al; the minimum, and f is again the mean 

ionic activity coefficient for the thallium - containing 

ions, all o which are singly charged on the bais of the 

initial assumption, The equation is valid for the case 

in which only one ooapiex ion exists in appreciable 

concentration, which was the assumption made, and since 

that ion would be Tlr2, q should be very close to 2. 

Substitution of the experimental data, with O.4rn KBr 

being the point of minimum solubility found (Which must 

be close to the actual minimum, as an inspection of 

Fig. 3-1 shows), gives 

q íí. 2? J. 10 2LQ4 x O43 
(6.27-1.6)xlOJxO.4x0.673-O.383xl0 

0.96 

which does not supo ort the original suposition and is 

surprising by md bating a prevalence of neutral TiEr 

rather than TlBr3, which had been expected to be the 

most likeii result in case the initial assumption sb.ould 

prove to be wrong. 

It must be noted however, that q is very sensitive 

to the location of the minimum solubility point, and to 



f±, which depends theron and entere into the formula as 

the square, both directly and in the deteriiination of the 

solubility of molecular T1Br, 

ore reliance can therefore be placed upon the first 

test, c ud the validity of the initial assumption receives 

further indirect suort from the disproof of two other 

possibilities, namely the preponderance of either TlBr3 

or TlBr4 among the complex ions present. 

If one of these aupposi-tioLis were correct, a plot of 

3 - (Tl4) against -the appropriate bromide activity, 

determined as described below, should he linear, but in 

either case a very pronounced decline of the slope was 

found even at moderate KBr concentrations. 

The extension of the Debye - HLkel theory for the 

effect o± higher teras requires the use of Z2 f as the 

mean activity coeff&cient ±or multiply - charged ions, 

where ¿ is the ionic charge. Thus, the bromide activities 

against which S - (Tl+) is plotted, are 

4f (Br)2 for Tl3r3 

and 9ff (Br)3 for TlBr4 

The coordinates computed for construction o the 

graphs based on the three assumptions are listed in the 

following table, along with the activity coefficients 

used. 



z± s ( TI4 ) ( Br ) 4f± ( Br ) 
2 2 3 

moles 10 moles moles moles 
kg kg kg kg 

0,765 1.63 OlOO 0.0306 0,00526 

0.695 5.71 0.300 0.250 0ll7 

0.673 4.03 0.400 0.450 0,247 

0.653 4.95 0.500 0653 0.479 

0.612 6.51 0,999 2,44 3.36 

0.589 12.16 2.00 9.42 24.98 

0.609 31.04 4.00 38.93 217.7 



As mentioned before, the activity coefficients are 

due to Harned (2, p, 423-425), the values in O.3m and 

O,4m solution not given by him having been obtained by 

raphioal interpolation. 



Y AND CÜOLtJS IONS 

An attempt was made bo det ermine the nature and the 

dissoolation constants of thaIIou comdexes in bromide 

solution by measurenient of the soiubìiities of the salt 

in solutions o different KBr concentration, molal con- 

centrations being used throughout. 

io1arographic current vs. concentration calibration 

curveß were obtained for tue KBr concentrations used and 

extraolated to give the solubilities of thallous bromide. 

A plot o1 the solubilities against bromide coneen- 

trations sAowed a minimum, thus indicating clearly the 

presence of coilexes of the type TlBr. 
The assumption was made that besides P1+ only llBr 

and TlBrf are present In solution in appreciable con- 

centration, which ws verified by the essential linearity 

of the solubility -(T1) vs. (Br) olot and by the very 

fronounced deviation from linearity of the T10ts of 

solubility -(P1) aaìnst 4f (Br)2 and 9f±2 (i)3, 

the last two results showing that neither T1Br3 nor 

T1Br4 could be present in significant ooncentrations. 

A calculation of q in the complex formula by use of 

the soluhility at the minimwn and the co-istant solubility 

of neutral TÌBr (given by the intercept at zero bromide 

concentration on the solubility (P1+) vs. (Br) plot) 

gave a value of 0.96, in marked disagreement with the 
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value of 2 expeoted 1f the original assumption were valid. 

Since however the correct calculation of q depends 

greatly on an exact location of the point of minimum 

o1uhility, which is difficult even with the reasonably 

close siacing of the KJ3r concentrations used in that 

range, more reliance can be placed on the tcsts of the 

assumption that do not depend much on this factor, and 

it is therefore concluded that T1Br2 is the only complex 

ion present in appreciable concentration, 

The Quotient of the solubility product of thailous 

bromide and the solubility of neutral lJ3r gave the 

dissociation constant of the latter as 0.24, while the 

first dissociation conetant of T1Br2 s given by the 

quotient of the solubility of neutral TIBr and the slo,e 

of the solubility - (Tl+) vs. (Br) plot as 0.25. 

The limited solubility of RBr precluded a determi- 

nation of the dissociation constants for complex ions 

with q>2, 
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